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rication method for three-
dimensional plasmonic hollow nanopillars†

D. Jonker, ‡*a Z. Jafari, ‡b J. P. Winczewski,a C. Eyovge, a J. W. Berenschot,a

N. R. Tas,a J. G. E. Gardeniers, a I. De Leon *b and A. Susarrey-Arce *a

Access to nanofabrication strategies for crafting three-dimensional plasmonic structures is limited. In this

work, a fabrication strategy to produce 3D plasmonic hollow nanopillars (HNPs) using Talbot lithography

and I-line photolithography is introduced. This method is named subtractive hybrid lithography (SHL),

and permits intermixed usage of nano-and-macroscale patterns. Sputter-redeposition of gold (Au) on

the SHL resist pattern yields large areas of dense periodic Au-HNPs. These Au-HNPs are arranged in

a square unit cell with a 250 nm pitch. The carefully controlled fabrication process resulted in Au-HNPs

with nanoscale dimensions over the Au-HNP dimensions such as an 80 � 2 nm thick solid base with

a 133 � 4 nm diameter, and a 170 � 10 nm high nano-rim with a 14 � 3 nm sidewall rim-thickness. The

plasmonic optical response is assessed with FDTD-modeling and reveals that the highest field

enhancement is at the top of the hollow nanopillar rim. The modeled field enhancement factor (EF) is

compared to the experimental analytical field enhancement factor, which shows to pair up with ca. 103 <

EF < 104 and ca. 103 < EF < 105 for excitation wavelengths of 633 and 785 nm. From a broader

perspective, our results can stimulate the use of Au-HNPs in the fields of plasmonic sensors and

spectroscopy.
1. Introduction

Metallic nanostructures are well known for their potential to
concentrate electromagnetic elds to nanometric volumes,
particularly at optical wavelengths. This is possible due to the
excitation of surface plasmon resonances supported by such
structures.1,2 The large optical intensities resulting from the
strong eld concentration around plasmonic nanostructures
lead to the enhancement of light–matter interactions, which are
of particular interest for optical sensing.3–7 In this case, local-
ized surface plasmon resonance constitutes a versatile tech-
nique that exploits the sensitivity of plasmonic structures to
a small change in the refractive index caused by (bio)molecules
or more complex systems like polymers near the nanostructure
vicinity.8–10 In Raman spectroscopy, surface plasmon reso-
nances contribute dominantly to the excitation of vibrational
modes of molecules near metallic surfaces, giving rise to the
phenomenon known as surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SERS).11,12 The resonance frequency and modal behavior of the
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nanostructured surface can be ne-tuned by controlling the
surface morphology of a collection of structures and the phys-
ical and/or chemical composition of a single structure.13–15 This
includes randomly assembled and well-arranged nanoparticle
systems congured in the form of dimers, trimers, or higher in
geometrical order, coherently contributing to an enhanced
Raman signal.16–22

Bottom-up or top-down nanofabrication processes can offer
large-scale manufacturing of nanoplasmonic sensors.23–26 A key
element for manufacturing well-organized multidimensional
nanoplasmonic substrates is implementing patterning steps.
Well-known patterning steps include colloidal lithography,27,28

nanoimprint lithography (NIL),29 charged beam lithography,30

and photolithography.31,32 Each technique has its limitations, as
there is usually a trade-off between resolution, pattern design
versatility (to be called “pattern-ability” here), time consump-
tion, and cost. For instance, colloidal lithography relies on
colloidal particle assembly, restricting the mask pattern to the
colloidal packing morphology providing limited pattern-
ability.33,34 Using template-assisted self-assembly, the colloidal
packing morphology proves to be tunable with the nal olig-
omer morphology being dependent on the template
morphology.35 Recent advances show that colloidal self-
assembly in an electrohydrodynamic ow yields oligomers
that form 3D porous media with good control over the nano-
scale gaps at the macroscale.36 Adding complexity to 2D
patterning, multiparticle patterns can be achieved on a pre-
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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patterned substrate using a printing strategy based on
a colloidal suspension conned by the meniscus of a capillary
bridge.37 NIL, on the other hand, is more versatile in the choice
of 2D feature patterns. However, it relies on the design and
fabrication of stamps, which can be tedious and therefore very
costly to make.29 Furthermore, the original stamp is fabricated
by less straightforward patterning techniques and is prone to
mechanical wear. Charged beam lithography methods,
including approaches like electron- or ion beam lithography,
provide spatial resolution below 10 nm,38 although writing over
large areas, e.g., a wafer can be time-consuming.39,40

Conventional (UV) I-line photolithography is known for the
ability to pattern a masking layer rapidly, but the technique has
limited resolution when approaching nanoscale dimensions
because of the diffraction limit.31,32 To push the boundaries
imposed by the diffraction limit, users can turn to an excimer
laser for extreme UV exposures. Such machines are cost-
intensive and not accessible for rapid-prototype fabrication
purposes. Recent developments in photolithography omit the
diffraction limit by utilizing electromagnetic interference to
increase resolution, enabling sub-100 nm patterns in conven-
tional I-line type resists.41 Specically, displacement Talbot
lithography (DTL) utilizes the self-image generated by exposing
a periodic phase-shimask with a monochromatic light source.
Periodic translation across an axis of the three-dimensional
interference pattern, called the Talbot pattern, generally
makes the patterning step insensitive to wafer-scale height
variations. Therefore, DTL delivers highly uniform periodic
nanopatterns at the wafer-scale.42–45 Nevertheless, a missing
element in DTL is the ability to conne a full wafer scale
nanopattern onto selected areas over a substrate without the
need for an adjusted DTL-mask.45

The aforementioned nanolithography techniques offer
a plethora of possibilities to control the geometrical parameters
of two-dimensional,46–49 or three-dimensional nano-
structures.5,50–55 Nevertheless, a remaining challenge is
achieving highly reproducible structural features over both
wafer- and nanoscopic scales.55

In this work, a large area nanofabrication approach based on
a novel combination of DTL and subtractive hybrid lithography
(DTL/SHL) for selective patterning is presented. The DTL/SHL is
proven useful as it benets from the best aspects of the two
lithography techniques, e.g., resolution, rapidness, pattern-
ability, cost-effectiveness, and a single mask layer.56,57 Such
assets are important to the eld of nanoelectronics,58 nano-
sensing,59–61 and nanouidics.62,63 Our DTL/SHL method
employs a single photoresist and two exposure techniques to
generate a nanopatterned photoresist and bottom anti-
reective coating (BARC) in the form of nanopillar-like struc-
tures at particular substrate locations. These nanopillars act as
a template for the sidewall redeposition of Au during angled ion
beam etching (IBE). An angled etching step during IBE controls
the redeposition rate, different from IBE performed at normal
incidence reported in other studies.53,54,64 Stripping the BARC-
photoresist yields a cavity, giving rise to uniformly distributed
Au-HNPs at the wafer-scale over a titanium coated (Ti)-glass
substrate with low poly-dispersity of the structural
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dimensions. The fabrication procedure enables control over the
different length scales with 14 � 3 nm sidewall rims, and
a 250 nm pitch in a square lattice while the DTL/SHL technique
provides the basis for device integration at the mm to cm-scale.
As a proof of concept, the optical response of the fabricated Au-
HNP arrays is evaluated with UV-VIS-NIR and Raman spectros-
copy to experimentally derive the absorptance spectra and
analytical enhancement factor (AEF). The experimental results
are compared with the numerical results obtained through
three-dimensional (3D) nite difference time domain (FDTD)
simulations. Our numerical analysis shows good agreement
with the experimental results and indicates dipolar and quad-
rupolar plasmonic resonances dominating visible and NIR
portions of the spectrum. It is demonstrated that the dipolar
resonance is blueshied by �90 nm whenever the BARC is
stripped with an oxygen plasma, providing a degree of freedom
for plasmonic resonance-tuning and showing sensing capabil-
ities of the Au-HNP interior. The numerically calculated EF and
AEF are also in good agreement with ca. 103 < EF < 104 and ca.
103 < EF < 105 for excitation wavelengths (lex) of 633 and
785 nm. The results demonstrate a good correlation between
FDTD-simulations and optical experiments.

2. Methods
2.1. Nanofabrication of Au-HNPs

2.1.1 Metal deposition and patterning periodic dotted
nanostructures in BARC. A 100mm diameter 500 mm thick glass
substrate (MEMpax®, SCHOTT technical glass solutions) was
selected, and 13, 20, and 40 nm of titanium (Ti) layers were
sputter-deposited in Argon (Ar) at 200 W power (T'COathy,
home-built at MESA+ institute) and a pressure of 0.66 Pa.
Subsequently, without breaking the vacuum, an 80 nm thick Au-
layer was deposited over each Ti thickness with the same
sputtering power and pressure.

The MEMpax® Ti/Au substrate was spin-coated with an anti-
reective coating (BARC, Barli-II, AZ Microchemicals) at
3000 rpm for 45 s. Aer spin-coating, the lm was pre-baked for
90 s at 185 �C, yielding an �196 nm thick BARC lm. A positive
tone I-line photoresist (PFI-88a, PGMEA 1 : 1, Sumitomo) was
then spun on top of the BARC layer at 2000 rpm for 45 s and pre-
baked at 90 �C for 90 s, yielding a 297 nm thick I-line photoresist
layer. Mask nanopatterning of the BARC and I-line photoresist
was initiated by performing oDTL (PhableR 100C, EULITHA) by
exposing the resist twice for 45 s at the exposure wavelength of
375 nm with 0.98 mW cm�2 intensity. Between light exposures,
the substrate was rotated 90�. SHL was achieved by a sequential
tertiary I-line exposure over a conventional chrome photomask
employing a mask-aligner (EVG 620, EV Group) and conducting
the exposure at 365 nmwavelength with 12.0 mW cm�2 for 6.5 s.
A post-exposure bake was performed at 110 �C for 90 s. The PFI
lm was sequentially developed in a solution of TMAH
(OPD4262, Arch Chemicals) by submerging the substrate two
times for 30 s in separate beakers, rinsing in a quick-dump
rinser, and spin-drying. This method gives rise to a patterned
PFI layer consisting of 90 nm diameter dots organized in
a square lattice unit cell with a 250 nm pitch over the BARC
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4926–4939 | 4927
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layer. Note that the BARC/PFI layers are named BARC only for
simplicity.

2.1.2 Patterning of BARC. The directional transfer of the
patterned PFI into the BARC layer (hereaer BARC) was ach-
ieved by applying a reactive ion etching step (RIE) to the
substrate in a conductively coupled plasma RIE system (TEtske,
Home-built MESA+). Before the RIE was applied, the plasma
chamber was rst cleaned by wiping with acetone and IPA, aer
which an oxygen plasma cleaning was performed for 10minutes
at 100 W, 6.7 Pa of pressure, and 50 sccm O2 ow. Finally, the
chamber was conditioned with a nitrogen ow under the
process conditions for ve minutes to reduce the remaining
oxygen in the gas supply lines. Note that conditioning the
chamber reduces substrate-to-substrate variation between the
rst processed substrates because residual oxygen can etch the
BARC isotropically. Then, the RIE was conducted in a nitrogen
(N2) plasma under process conditions using a 50 sccm N2 ow,
25 W applied power, and 1.7 Pa of applied pressure yielding
a DC bias of�290 V. The RIE step lasted for 8 minutes. In all RIE
steps, the pressure in the plasma chamber was reduced to the
base value lower than 0.66 Pa before the initiation of the
process. Aer the plasma process, the formation of nano-
column arrays made out of BARC was completed.

2.1.3 Nanofabrication of hollow pillars with IBE. The
substrate with BARC patterned nanocolumns on the Ti/Au layer
was transferred into the ion beam etcher (Ion fab i300system,
Oxford Instruments), which works at a base pressure of �3 �
10�5 Pa. Aer substrate transfer and clamping, 660 Pa of gas
pressure was applied to give a volumetric ow of 1.1 sccm of
Helium for backside cooling. 5 sccm of Ar-ow was supplied to
both the plasma and process chamber. The process pressure
was measured to be �0.03 Pa. Then, the plasma process was
initiated by rst igniting the plasma, and limiting the applied
power of the RF generator to 300 W. Once the ignition was
successful, a 300 V acceleration potential was applied between
the plasma and a mesh grid to accelerate the Ar+ ions towards
the substrate. During Ar+ bombardment, the substrate was
rotated with a rotational speed of 5 rpm, while the surface
normal of the substrate was kept at a 20-degree angle relative to
the surface normal of the acceleration grid. Secondary ion mass
spectroscopy was used to monitor the material removal during
IBE.

2.1.4 Stripping of the BARC template. Stripping of the
BARC aer the sidewall redeposition of Au was achieved by RIE.
An RIE step in O2 for 8 minutes at 25 W, 1.7 Pa pressure, and 50
sccm O2 ow was performed on the TEtske to remove the BARC
nanocolumns leaving the Au-HNPs over the Ti coated MEM-
pax® substrate.
2.2 TEM sample preparation

A substrate containing Au-HNPs was transferred into a vacuum
system where a 20 nm thick carbon lm was sputter-deposited.
Next, the sample was transferred into a high vacuum chamber
where, at rst, a �3 mm Pt layer was deposited at the location of
interest by Ga+ assisted chemical vapour deposition. Sequen-
tially, an SEM assisted dual-beam focused ion beam (Nova 600
4928 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4926–4939
Nanolab Dual-beam SEM/FIB, FEI) was used to cut out a� 1 mm
thin, 15 mm long sample from the device area using a 30 kV Ga+

ion beam. The axis along which the cut was performed was at
approximately 4.8 degrees with the primary axis of the square
unit cell. Just before the TEM sample be released from the
substrate, a wire was welded to the Pt layer by Ga+ assisted
chemical vapour deposition. The sample was released, trans-
ferred to a TEM grid, and attached again. The wire was removed
by milling the weld. Finally, the sample was additionally thin-
ned to 50 � 10 nm, yielding a thin foil. Because of the angle
between the cut and the primitive axis of the square unit cell,
there was an intersection with the Au-HNP every 12 periods.

2.3 SEM sample preparation

Aer optical measurements, the sample was diced with a wire
cutter, intersecting the device area. Parts of the fragmented
sample were mounted on a stainless-steel sample carrier either
in an upright position or at position and transferred into the
HR-SEM system (Merlin, Zeiss) for both cross-sectional and
topside inspection.

2.4 Optical measurements

The optical characterization was performed with a UV-VIS-NIR-
spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Lambda 950 UV-vis–NIR)
between 250 and 1200 nm with the integrating sphere. The
transmittance (T) spectrum and the reectance (R) spectrum
were collected separately to estimate the absorptance (A) of the
structured substrates. Similarly, the T and R for non-structured
substrates, such as Ti-deposited and Ti/Au-deposited at
substrates, were also recorded. The absorptance spectra were
calculated using eqn (1) given below.

A ¼ 1 � (T + R) (1)

2.5 Numerical modelling of the optical response

The optical response of the Au-HNPs was numerically calculated
using a 3D FDTD solver (Lumerical). To calculate the absorption
cross-section, a linearly polarized total-eld/scattered-eld
source was used to illuminate an isolated Au-HNP. A perfectly
matched layer (PML) boundary condition was used for all
boundaries. A box of power monitors surrounded the isolated
Au-HNP. The absorption cross-section was found by the power
sunk into the box of monitors divided by the source intensity.
Large periodic arrays of Au-HNPs were also simulated with 3D
FDTD. In this case, only one unit cell was modeled with periodic
boundary conditions on all the transversal sides and PML
boundary conditions on the longitudinal boundaries (top and
bottom of the unit-cell). A linearly polarized plane-wave source
illuminated the samples. The mesh size over the Au-HNPs was
as small as dx ¼ dy ¼ 2 nm in the transverse plane, and dz ¼
5 nm along with the Au-HNP height. Mesh override regions with
a smaller mesh size along the z-direction (dz ¼ 1 nm) were used
at the sharp corners or curvatures (i.e. at the nano-rim and the
bottom of the hollow section) to avoid spurious hot-spots.
Finally, transmittance and reectance were found by using
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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two power monitors, and the absorbance was calculated
according to eqn (1).
2.6 Raman enhancement factor

2.6.1 Measurement protocol. An Alpha 300 Confocal
Raman Microscope (WITec, Ulm, Germany) equipped with an
MPlan FL N 100�/0.9 NA air objective (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan)
was used. SERS spectra were collected in backscattering
geometry.

The integration time, laser power, spectral resolution, and
the number of accumulations for each presented spectrum were
10 s, 0.5 mW, 2 cm�1, and three times, respectively. Prior to
SERS measurements, the SERS substrates and at reference
layers of Au on Ti were incubated separately for 24 hours in
1 mM aqueous solution of Methylene blue trihydrate (MB, Alfa
Aesar). The SERS substrates were le in a vertical position,
rinsed with ultrapure water, and dried in a nitrogen stream.

2.6.2 Analysis of Raman data. The presented SERS and
Raman spectra have been baseline corrected using an asym-
metric least squares smoothing algorithm and averaged by
amoving average lter with a window of size 7.65 The peaks were
extracted by rst using peak detection based on a ltered rst
derivative zero pass algorithm and aerwards, a peak tting
algorithm.66 The threshold for a detected peak was larger than
1/4 of the maximum value within a recorded spectrum. Peak
assignment is shown in Tables S3 and S4,† Section 3 of the ESI
les.

2.6.3 Raman enhancement factor. The AEF is calculated by
relating the area of the peak intensity of the surface coated MB,
ISERS, to the peak intensity of the MB in solution, IBULK, while
also considering the number of molecules probed on the
surface, NSERS, and those in a small volume inside the solution,
NBULK.67

AEF ¼ (ISERS/NSERS)/(IBULK/NBULK) (2)

NBULK was calculated by considering the interaction volume
of the excitation laser source and the solution concentration,
csol, through:

NBULK ¼ NA � csol � Abeam � heff (3)

where Abeam is the area of the beam waist at the focal spot and
heff is the interaction length of the excitation laser. NA is the
Avogadro constant. The interaction length of the laser is
calculated by assuming that the area under a Gaussian
distributed normalized intensity in the axis parallel to the axis
of light propagation, I(z), is equal to that of a thin disk of height,
heff, and normalized peak intensity, I0:

heff � I0 ¼
ðN
�N

IðzÞdz (4)

In a real measurement setup, this translates to recording
SERS spectra at discrete positions around the location where
the optical focal point coincides with the substrate and calcu-
lating the total intensity of a known Raman peak over a xed
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
interval. In this case, measurements were conducted on a at
single crystalline silicon surface (001) in the 495 < k < 545 cm�1

band. Spectra were recorded moving with steps of 0.5 mmwithin
a maximum range of �5 mm close and perpendicular to the
substrate, so that

IðzÞ ¼
X545
k¼495

Ik (5)

where Ik is the recorded intensity in arbitrary units at a certain
wavenumber. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. S15.†
For a 633 nm excitation at 100� magnication, 0.9 numerical
aperture, and 0.5 mW of power, the interaction length was
calculated to be 1.52 mm.

To determine NSERS, one needs to nd the surface density of
MB molecules. Hence, we consider a monolayer coverage for
this analysis. The surface density is found by considering the
surface area per MB molecule, Asm. We have found different
values across the literature. Narband et al.68 estimated Asm
based on space-lling, covalent radius, or van der Waals radius
to be, 1.01 nm2, 0.66 nm2, or 3.75 nm2, respectively.68 Hang
et al.69 found an Asm of 1.3 nm2 and dimensions 17.0 � 7.6 �
3.25 Å based on various sources.69 Song et al.70 conducted STM
measurements on Au (111) surfaces and found an Asm of 3.5
nm2 (2.5 � 1.4 nm2 unit cell).70 The choice was made to accept
the value measured by Song et al.70 as it is the only direct
measurement delivering an image of theMBmorphology on Au.
Finally, to calculate NSERS, the surface density of molecules
adhered to the surface, Asm

�1, is multiplied with the total
surface area:

NSERS ¼ G

Asm

Abeam (6)

where G is a structure factor that relates the surface area of the
Au-HNP, AHNP ¼ 29.9 � 104 nm2, calculated from the dimen-
sions shown in Fig. S7,† assuming cylindrical symmetry, to the
area of a square unit cell with a length of 250 nm, AUC ¼ 6.25 �
104 nm2, yielding G¼ AHNP/AUC. The nal expression is found by
plugging eqn (3) and (6) into eqn (2), giving:

AEF ¼ ISERS

IBULK

� NAcsolheffAsm

G
� Abeam

Abeam

¼ 713� ISERS

IBULK

(7)

An example of the extracted peak areas of a droplet-based
measurement and a substrate-based measurement is shown
in Fig. S16.†
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Fabrication of Au hollow nanopillars by sputter
redeposition on a hybrid mask

3.1.1 Hybrid patterning. The DTL/SHL fabrication is
a novel approach to pattern a single photoresist layer at
different length scales. Combining the SHL derived resist
template with an ion beam sputter redeposition and sequential
removal of the resist template results in Au-HNPs that are easily
integrated into a plasmonic device. The nanofabrication of Au-
HNPs was initiated at the wafer-scale by Ti and Au sputter-
deposition on a glass substrate, Fig. 1(a)–(c). The Ti-layer
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4926–4939 | 4929
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thickness was either 13, 20, or 40 nm, while the Au layer
thickness was maintained at 80 nm. The BARC was spin-coated
on top of the Au, followed by the deposition of a positive tone
photoresist (PFI), Fig. 1(d) and (e). Next, the resist was exposed
twice, employing orthogonal DTL under a 500 nm pitch line-
pattern phase-shi mask. 90 degrees rotation between two
subsequent DTL exposures and subsequent development of the
resist yield the full-wafer scale nanodot resist pattern as sche-
matically shown in top-view Fig. 1(f) and side-view imaged in
Fig. S1,† with PFI dots being 100 nm in diameter. Note that,
hereaer, the BARC/PFI layers and nanopillar pattern in Fig. 1(f)
and (g) are named BARC for simplicity.

The SHL step is then introduced for substrate fabrication.
The hybrid step is conducted between steps (e) and (f) in Fig. 1
and schematically presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b). It consists of
a tertiary exposure of the resist in an I-line UV source under
a conventional chrome photomask (Fig. 2(b)) before develop-
ment. The advantage of using the SHL is the fast and selective
patterning over several mm2 to a full wafer scale within a few
seconds of exposure (ca. 6 s). The pattern's nal shape and size
are limited by the chrome photomask resolution and the
exposure wavelength.

Next, reactive ion etching (RIE) in N2 plasma is used to
pattern the BARC layer, partially exposing the Au surface
(Fig. 1(g) and (2d)). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
of the BARC columns collected aer transferring the hybrid
resist pattern into the BARC layer are presented in Fig. 2(e)–(f).
The SEM cross-section and top-view were recorded at the edge
of the SHL nanopattern (see red arrow). Note that the nanodot
pattern needs approximately 5 periods to become uniform.
Thus, a trade-off exists between the rapidness and pattern-
ability versus the edge effects observed while employing SHL
(Fig. 2).

3.1.2 Sputter redeposition. Aer patterning the BARC
nanopillars and partially exposing the Au layer (Fig. 1(g) and
2(d)), the substrate was placed in an IBE system and exposed
to an Ar+ ion beam at a 20-degree angle and a 300 V
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the nanofabrication steps for the
deposition of different Ti thicknesses (13, 20, or 40 nm). (c) Sputter depos
DTL patterning over BARC. (g) Nanopillar formation with RIE of BARC. (
cycles. (i) Au coated nanopillar, with a zoom-in cross-section. (j) Au-HN
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acceleration potential for the sputter redeposition of Au
(Fig. 1(h) and (i)). The side-view SEM image in Fig. 3(a) shows
the obtained nanostructure containing a BARC core and
sputter-redeposited Au at the sidewall. When etching the Au,
the incident Ar+ ions impact both the mask material and the
exposed Au layer (Fig. 1(g)). For the exposed Au, Ar+ ions can
effectively etch the Au layer, which in turn sputter redeposits
over the BARC-nanopillar sidewall.71 Sidewall redeposition is
governed by the incident – (i) ion energy, (ii) ion ux, and (iii)
incident angle of ions during IBE. These parameters are
connected to the sputtered material properties and crystal-
linity, directly impacting the etch-rate.72,73 Selective redepo-
sition at the sidewall over different geometries and
compositions can be obtained.72–74 Generally, the Au etch-rate
with Ar+ at 300 eV is higher closer to the normal incidence
angle with respect to the surface. This is different from other
materials, where usually an optimum incidence angle is
found at oblique angles.73 For nanostructures, the substrate
incidence angle is different from that on the sidewall. In the
case of the Au-HNP, the etch rate on the substrate is larger
than that of the sidewall whenever the substrate incidence
angle is smaller than 45 degrees. Indeed we observe the
sidewall redeposition rate to be higher than the Au etch-rate
at the BARC-nanopillar sidewall because the Au-HNP growth
is achieved. This is a different mechanism than those re-
ported in other studies where the etching was performed at
normal incidence.53,54,64,75 In this work, tuning the incidence
angle can yield different etch rates on the substrate and
sidewalls and thus yield varying redeposition rates. Moreover,
for atomically at surfaces at normal incidence, redeposition
depends on the ion's mean free path length in the process
chamber.75 This is an extreme example, but it suggests that
IBE at normal incidence only enables redeposition whenever
the initial deposited material already has some roughness.
Control over the redeposition rate is critical for the Au-HNP
plasmonic structures. The sidewall thickness is important
production of the Au-HNP array. (a) MEMpax® substrate. (b) sputter
ition of 80 nm of Au. (d) Spin coating of BARC. (e) Spin coating of PFI. (f)
h) Side-wall deposition of Au over the nanopillars during angled IBE-
Ps after BARC removal, with zoom-in cross-section.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 The left (a)–(d) scheme illustrates part of the process flow by a schematic representation of the top- and cross-section view after the
sequential application of the fabrication steps. (a) DTL of PFI; (b) tertiary exposure under a conventional photomask; (c) post-bake and devel-
opment of PFI; (d) directional RIE of BARC in N2 plasma. A legend is added relating the colors used in the schematics to the corresponding
materials. SEM images on the right contain twomicrographs of the substrate, after step (d). (e) and (f) images show the transition between the (un)
masked area resulting from the tertiary exposure and RIE of BARC. (e) displays an image of the cross-section containing the BARC hybrid mask
columns and (f) a top-view. The scale bars represent 2 mm.

Paper Nanoscale Advances
for the plasmonic response, as shown in this article in the
FDTD-section below.

Aer Au sputter-redeposition over the BARC-nanopillars, the
last step is to remove the remaining BARC inside the Au-HNP.
Fig. 3 (a) Au-HNPs with BARC and (b) Au-HNPs without BARC. Each SE
fabricated Au structures. The scale bar is 100 nm.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The removal of the BARC layer is carried out by applying an
oxygen (O2) plasma. Characterization of the plasma treatment is
performed in a plasma asher and an RIE setup. For increased
applied powers and prolonged-time, removing the BARC
M image is accompanied by a schematic representation of the nano-
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negatively affects the structural integrity of the Au-HNP, as can
be seen in Fig. S2.† The prolonged exposure to the high power
plasma introduces a high surface temperature and sintering
effect, as observed by the polycrystalline domains reforming
into larger grains. An optimum time for O2 plasma etching is
found to be 8 min at 25 W. This step delivers an array of Au-
HNPs with structural integrity, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and S3.†
Images of wafer-scale fabricated substrates with and without
BARC are presented in Fig. S4.†

3.1.3 Au hollow nanopillar composition and morphology.
The structural and chemical characteristics of the Au-HNPs are
assessed before detailed optical analysis. In Fig. 4(a) and (b),
a TEM cross-section image of Au-HNPs and a close-up to one of
the top edges are shown which were recorded aer removal of
the BARC template thus displaying empty cavities inside the Au-
HNP. The dashed red box over the Au edge indicates the loca-
tion of the fast Fourier transform, conrming Au (111) planes. A
high degree of polycrystallinity over the fabricated Au-HNPs
with various grain sizes is also observed between the bottom
solid and top nano-rim structure. It is believed that this vari-
ance in grain sizes is responsible for the observed roughness at
the nano-rim. In this case, no effort was made to improve the
roughness by applying, for instance, a planarizing lm and
sequential angled IBE under a large angle.76,77 The difficulty in
implementing such planarization steps would be to nd
a polymer coating that is not too thick but shows a good step-
coverage. Additionally, in the cited studies, Ra roughness
values of a few nanometers were reduced to several angstroms,
however, considering signicant etch depths of 300 nm.

Chemical composition from the energy-ltered TEM in
Fig. 4(c)–(f) indicates carbon (C) in red, oxygen (O) in blue,
titanium (Ti) in white, and Au in yellow. Brighter white/grey
color contrast reveals the presence of C. This is expected as
Fig. 4 (a) TEM image of as-fabricated Au-HNPs. Scale bar reads 100 nm
represents 5 nm. The dashed box indicates the location of the process
representation overlaying the elemental profiles, extracted from the E
oxygen, white titanium, and yellow indicate gold. Energy-filtered TEM
represent 100 nm.
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the C is evaporated during sample preparation for TEM. Dimer
white/grey color contrast is also found for Ti and O over the Au-
HNP, suggesting a thin oxidized titanium layer, possibly of
TiO2. The presence of Ti is due to the exposure of the adhesion
layer to Ar+ during IBE. The O layer possibly forms throughout
air exposure or BARC removal from the Au-HNPs.

The Au-HNP structure is subdivided into a solid base struc-
ture with the same thickness as that of the initially sputter-
deposited 80 � 2 nm Au layer and a 170 � 10 nm high nano-
rim structure. In Fig. 3(a) and (b), the total Au-HNP height,
base plus nano-rim, is�250� 12 nm, with a thin rim at the top.
The outer base diameter was measured using top-view HR-SEM
images with results shown in Fig. S5 and S6.† The particle
dispersion based on the outer base dimension is 133 � 4 nm.
Note that the values were measured from different substrates
and thus yielded batch-to-batch and location-to-location varia-
tion. Measurements of the inner nano-rim diameter conducted
with TEM, shown in Fig. 4, reveal that the top of the Au-HNPs
has a thin nano-rim of ca. 14 nm � 3 nm. A schematic illus-
tration containing all the Au-HNP dimensions extracted from
the TEM images is displayed in Fig. S7.† It is worth noting that
previous studies have already shown that ion beam redeposi-
tion on a photoresist mask can be used for patterning purposes.
However, this work facilitates periodic organization with lattice
constants small enough to be relevant for nanoplasmonics,
which is different from that in Desbiolles et al.51 Furthermore,
we achieved patterning of sidewall structure with resolutions of
�3 nm. In this respect, Jeon et al.50 achieved similar 3D archi-
tectures with NIL, but in our case, we have pattern-ability by
SHL and show the wafer-scale homogeneity. Lastly, Mehrvar
et al.75 showed the complexity of using a capacitively coupled
RIE for sidewall redeposition. Utilizing an IBE gives a more
controllable platform for sidewall redeposition. The DTL/SHL
. (b) Close-up to one of the top edges of the Au-HNPs. The scale bar
ed FFT inset. The inset scale bar represents 5 nm�1. (c) Color image
F-TEM analysis, displayed in (d)–(f). In (c), red indicates carbon, blue
image for (d) titanium, (e) oxygen, and (f) carbon. (c)–(f) scale bars

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and angled IBE combination is necessary for device integration
with well-dened plasmonic nanostructures, paving the way for
complex device integration at the wafer scale.

3.2 Optical properties of the Au-HNP array

FDTD simulations for 3D Au-HNPs are performed to under-
stand the optical response of the fabricated plasmonic array.
The Au-HNP dimensions used in the numerical simulations are
extracted from SEM and TEM images, summarized in Fig. S7.†
First, the absorption cross-section of an isolated Au-HNP is
calculated for two different cases, with and without BARC. It is
noteworthy that BARC is located at the cavity of the Au-HNP
(Fig. 3). Two peaks are observed in the absorption cross-
section, as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). A charge distribution
analysis is carried out to identify the supported modes of the
Au-HNP at the peak wavelengths. The peak at longer wave-
lengths, i.e., �730 nm for Au-HNP with BARC and �650 nm for
Fig. 5 Numerically calculated absorption cross-section for a single Au-H
The insets illustrate a schematic representation of the charge distribution
arrayed Au-HNPs (c) with and (d) without BARC for Ti thicknesses of 13,
Au-HNPs (e) with and (f) without BARC for Ti thicknesses of 13, 20, and

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Au-HNP without BARC, corresponds to the electric-dipole
resonance formed by the horizontal charge separation at the
rim of the Au-HNP (right inset in Fig. 5(a) and (b)). This type of
resonance has been observed in planar U-shaped plasmonic
particles, like the well-known split-ring resonator geometry.78

Furthermore, the absorbance peaks in the wavelength range of
500–600 nm in Fig. 5(a) and (b) are associated with the electric-
quadrupolar resonance formed by the out-of-phase vertical
charge separation along the sidewalls of the Au-HNP (le inset
in Fig. 5(a) and (b)).

Next, a two-dimensional square array of Au-HNPs with
a 250 nm pitch was investigated. The absorptance spectra of the
periodic samples with and without BARC are depicted in
Fig. 5(c) and (d), for Ti layer thicknesses of 13, 20, and 40 nm.
The two peaks in the absorptance spectra coincide with the
assigned dipolar and quadrupolar resonances of a single Au-
HNP. It is worth noting that the peak absorptance increases
NP (a) with and (b) without BARC for Ti thicknesses of 13, 20, and 40 nm.
of the supported modes. Numerically calculated absorption spectra of
20, and 40 nm. Measured UV-VIS-NIR-absorptance spectra of arrayed
40 nm.
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with an increasing Ti layer thickness, especially for Au-HNPs
with BARC. This is attributed to the larger reection from the
substrate in the samples with thicker Ti layers, consequently
coupling more power to the modes.79

The measured UV-VIS-NIR-absorptance spectra of Au-HNPs
with and without BARC for the different Ti thicknesses are
presented in Fig. 5(e) and (f). The results show that the peaks
are broadened and redshied by Dl � 90 nm if the nano-rim is
lled with BARC. The resonance broadening of the dipole peak
is attributed to increased optical losses and resonance inho-
mogeneity, likely caused by surface roughness and small vari-
ations in shape and dimension among the structures. The
inuence of these imperfections is not included in the simu-
lations. It is worth mentioning that for single-crystalline Au-
HNPs, narrower absorptance peaks are expected.80

It is well known that the resonance wavelengths of plas-
monic particles are strongly dependent on their geometrical
parameters. Thus, the effect of variations in the structural
dimensions on the absorptance spectra is studied by employing
FDTD simulations and factorial design analysis to understand
the peak redshi observed in Fig. 5(e) and (f). The details can be
found in the ESI le, Section 2.† The results of this study
revealed that the thickness of the Au sidewall/nano-rim plays
the dominant role in the redshi of the dipolar peak in
comparison to the effects of other geometrical parameters, as
shown in Fig. S11 and S12.† This is attributed to the increased
length-to-width ratio of the sidewalls, which is a parameter
known to affect signicantly the resonance conditions of plas-
monic nanostructures.81,82

The absorptance spectra of an array of Au-HNPs without
BARC are calculated for different sidewall thicknesses, while
other parameters remained constant to gain further insights
into the redshi found for the electric dipole peak. The results
in Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the dipole peak redshi as the sidewall
thickness reduces, indicating a nonlinear dependency between
the two quantities. It is also worth noting that small variations
of �3 nm in the wall thickness (ca. 14 nm) result in a consid-
erably large redshi of Dl � 90 nm. Therefore, the sidewall
thickness variations are primarily responsible for the redshi of
the dipole peak in the experimental results, as depicted in
Fig. 5(e) and (f). In addition, this variation because of the
Fig. 6 (a) Absorptance spectra of an array of Au-HNPs without BARC for
are constant. (b) The dipole peak wavelength/frequency versus sidewall
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sidewall thickness is much larger than that due to variations in
the thickness of the titanium adhesion layer or other geomet-
rical aspects, as discussed in the ESI le Section 2.† Note that
sidewall thicknesses > 20 nm will show no signicant dipole
peak contributions because of the dampened plasmonic
response. As shown in Fig. 6(b), the relative shi in resonance
wavelength reduces with the increasing sidewall thickness.
Therefore, a thicker sidewall is expected to give more uniformity
in the optical response because of the lower sensitivity to the
sidewall thickness variations. However, despite fabrication
challenges, a thinner sidewall is more appealing because of the
increased absorption peak and the possibility of the spectral
tunning of the peaks. This underlines the need for a controlled
sidewall deposition, as presented in this paper.
3.3 Field enhancement in the Au-HNP array

Since the numerical and experimental results show surface
plasmon resonance peaks in the absorptance spectra, it is
interesting to investigate the eld enhancement effect over the
Au-HNPs. The intensity enhancement is calculated by (jEj/jE0j)2,
in which E is the spatially dependent electric eld, and jE0j is
the electric eld amplitude of the input source. The intensity
enhancement in periodic samples at their corresponding
dipolar resonances at l¼ 600 and 680 nm for the Au-HNPs with
and without BARC is shown in Fig. 7. Here, a relatively large
intensity enhancement at the rim of the Au-HNPs is found.
Consequently, the EF, which is proportional to (jEj/jE0j)4, is also
large in these samples. An EF as large as �2 � 105 at 680 nm is
obtained for the sample with BARC and a Ti thickness of 40 nm.
This is twice as large as that for samples with thinner Ti, for
example, 13 nm thick. The EF for all samples without BARC is
�4 � 104 at �600 nm, and it is not affected by the variation of
the Ti layer thickness. For the excitation wavelength of 785 nm,
which is the option of choice mainly when dealing with bio-
logical specimens, the intensity enhancement of the samples
with and without BARC is shown in Fig. 8. Although the dipole
absorption peaks are far from 785 nm, a comparatively large EF
of the order of 104 is numerically achieved for all the samples.
Higher EFs could be obtained for samples with engineered
different sidewall thicknesses (W), while all other structural parameters
thickness.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Intensity enhancement (jEj/jE0j)2 for the samples with BARC
and various Ti thicknesses of (a) 13, (b) 20, and (c) 40 nm at 680 nm.
(jEj/jE0j)2 for the samples without BARC and various Ti thicknesses of
(d). 13, (e) 20, and (f) 40 nm at 600 nm. The nanopillar size in the
computational scheme is adopted from TEM images of real structures
depicted in Fig. 4. A summary of the structural dimensions is shown in
Fig. S7.†

Fig. 8 Intensity enhancement (jEj/jE0j)2 for the samples with BARC
and various Ti thicknesses of (a) 13, (b) 20, and (c) 40 nm at 785 nm.
(jEj/jE0j)2 for the samples without BARC and various Ti thicknesses of
(d). 13, (e) 20, and (f) 40 nm at 785 nm. The nanopillar size in the
computational scheme is adopted from TEM images of real structures
depicted in Fig. 4. A summary of the structural dimensions is shown in
Fig. S7.†
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geometries, e.g., the addition of a silica shell83 in which the
dipole mode spectral region is shied toward 785 nm.

3.3.1 Analytical enhancement factor using Raman spec-
troscopy of functionalized Au nanopillars. Aer exploring the
optical response of the Au-HNP array using FDTD simulations,
it is essential to compare the estimated EF values with the AEF.
Confocal Raman spectroscopy experiments were conducted to
compare the numerically predicted eld enhancement with the
AEF. AEF is a measure used in SERS but is now applied to
compare our theoretical ndings. For the estimation of AEF,
methylene blue (MB) was used as the Raman reporter.84–87

Raman spectra were recorded over Au-HNPs, and compared to
an 80 nm at sputtered Au layer functionalized with 1 mM of
MB. For the AEF, measurements were conducted using a 10 mL
droplet with a 1 mM aqueous solution MB deposited over the
Au-HNPs. Raman spectra were recorded at the edge of the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
droplet.62 It should be noted that 1 mM concentration is meant
for AEF estimation and does not correlate with the Au-HNP
detection limit. Information about the Au-HNP limit of detec-
tion for MB can be found in Fig. S13 and S14.† The minimum
MB detectable concentration aer functionalization was
measured to be 100 nM. Furthermore, detection at laser powers
as low as 5 mW was possible for Au-HNPs functionalized with
1mMMB. This translates to an irradiance of 2.2 kW cm�2 in the
case of 0.5 mW power and 22 W cm�2 in the case of 5 mW power
which was calculated by considering the FWHM of the laser
spot.

Fig. 9 shows the results for the conducted experiments using
lex of 633 and 785 nm. Peak assignment for MB is dened in
Tables S3 and S4† for both lex's, and for the following MB
Raman bands: 445, 1395, and 1618 cm�1 for l ¼ 633 nm, and
438, 1386, and 1629 cm�1 for l ¼ 785 nm. The Raman bands
around 438 and 445 cm�1 are assigned to C–N–C skeletal
deformation.86,88 The bands at 1386 and 1395 cm�1 are
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4926–4939 | 4935



Table 1 The Raman band, RB (cm�1), and enhancement factors, AEF,
for Au-HNPs (Ti ¼ 13, 20, and 40 nm) and Au (flat) functionalized with
1 mM of MB at excitation l ¼ 633 nm and l ¼ 785 nm. All AEF values
should be multiplied by 1000

Droplet Ti ¼ 13 nm Ti ¼ 20 nm Ti ¼ 40 nm Au (at)

RB RB AEF RB AEF RB AEF RB AEF

l ¼ 633 nm

445 440 0.5 446 3.1 447 5.2 447 0.2
1395 1387 1.0 1387 7.1 1390 9.9 1393 0.8
1623 1618 1.3 1618 8.6 1619 8.1 1618 0.3

l ¼ 785 nm
438 444 10.8 440 48.4 438 22.4 438 1.1
1386 1390 2.5 1391 14.6 1390 4.4 1386 0.3
1629 1615 1.3 1609 36.7 1630 0.3 1630 0.2
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attributed to C–H in-plane ring deformation, and the bands at
1618 and 1629 cm�1 are designated to C–C ring stretching. The
spectra collected on the bulk methylene blue powder, as pre-
sented in Table S3,† show none of the peak-splitting (doublets)
and have much fewer peaks than the spectra recorded over the
Au-HNP substrate, as presented in Fig. 9. For the AEF calcula-
tions, it is assumed to yield acceptable AEF values if solely the
peaks measured on the bulk powder were compared to those
also measured on the Au-HNPs. Considering peaks not present
in the bulk powder but present over the Au-HNP would lead to
spuriously large AEF. The steps taken to derive the AEF values
are described in Section 2.6. It should be noted that for Au-
HNPs not functionalized with MB, no Raman signal is
observed. Furthermore, no Raman signal is found for bulk
BARC and Au-HNPs with BARC and absence of MB even when
using the highest laser power of 5 mW.

For the Raman bands in Table 1, an overall enhancement
factor of 103 < AEF < 104 is calculated in the case of the 633 nm
excitation wavelength, which is slightly lower than predicted by
the simulations. For the 13 nm substrate, the AEF is considered
low, especially since the relative surface increase between the
at and structured unit cell is �4.79, which means an increase
in AEF compared to the at surface may be entirely due to the
increase in surface area. However, assuming at least a full
monolayer coverage across the entire Au-HNP surface implies
an averaged AEF acting on all molecules adhered to the
surface.89 Considering Fig. 7 and 8, it might well be that the
SERS signal is generated only by MB molecules residing near
the nano-rim, and the current calculation leads to an underes-
timation of the true enhancement factor. In the AEF calcula-
tions, the nano-rim area was �1.2% of the total surface area.

Au-HNPs with 20 and 40 nm of Ti have increased perfor-
mance in the case of lex 633 nm. These substrates reveal an AEF
larger than that which can be contributed to the Au-HNP rela-
tive surface area alone. The effect is attributed to the Ti layer
thickness, which results in a more considerable reection and
a more efficient coupling to the plasmonic resonance of the Au-
HNPs, enhancing SERS. Table 1 also contains the calculated
values for AEF, 103 < AEF < 105, in the 785 nm excitation
wavelength. The calculated AEFs are larger for the 785
Fig. 9 Measured Raman spectra for Au-HNPs with various Ti thickness
droplet of MB over Au-HNPs (Ti ¼ 20 nm) is included. MB concentration
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compared to the 633 nm excitation wavelength. Again, consid-
ering Fig. 7 and 8, the eld intensity distribution yields a higher
average value (i.e., higher probed area) when evaluated along
the sidewall edges for the wavelength of 785 nm. Such an effect
can be responsible for the highest detected AEF using excitation
at 785 nm.

Usually, the AEF calculation and reporting are done to
compare the SERS properties of different SERS substrates. In
that sense, the Au-HNP is best compared to other periodic Au
arrays with MB functionalization. AEFs as high as 107 are found
in the case of Au nanodisks functionalized with thiophenol.90

Periodic Au nanogaps functionalized with benzenethiol lead to
an AEF of 106.91 In the case of functionalized nanoparticles and
nanocuboids, a 105 AEF on rhodamine 6G with a 10�8 M
detection limit has been found.92 For nanocuboids, only the
corners of the cuboid were considered for calculating the AEF.
The AEF of 103 to 104 reported in this work is found by
considering the whole area of the Au-HNPs. Chowdhury et al.
stated a limit of detection of 10�10 M for MB functionalization
with an AEF �105. However, this system consists of Au nano-
prisms immobilized on PS beads and is thus very different from
the well-dened Au-HNP array.93 If only the regions of high
es (13, 20, and 40 nm) and Au (flat). Raman spectrum for a deposited
utilized for these experiments is 1 mM.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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electric eld intensity were considered (the nano-rim of the Au-
HNPs) the AEF in our work increases by a factor of 102. Finally,
to the best of our knowledge, the results indicate that the Au-
HNP substrates have SERS properties and perform similarly to
other reported structures.90–93

Regarding the Au-HNP array, the measured AEF can be
further increased by optimizing the structural dimensions or
periodicity. The FDTD model can facilitate the rational design
of Au-HNPs to improve SERS characteristics. For example, the
sidewall thickness can be used to tune the absorptance peak
location of the Au-HNP to the excitation wavelength which can
be done by altering the exposure time during the sputter
deposition and/or IBE redeposition. Furthermore, a combina-
tion of the shrinkage etching of BARC with sidewall redeposi-
tion can tune the diameter of the Au-HNPs. Moreover, a phase-
shi mask with different periodicities or another lithographic
technique like EBL can further tailor the spatial organization
and periodicity of the Au-HNP array. In the future, we aim to
fabricate Au-HNPs for both nanoplasmonic sensing and spec-
troscopy using the versatility offered by the pattern-ability of the
hybrid lithography in combination with the sputter redeposi-
tion technique.
Conclusions

SHL was used to enhance and control the pattern-ability of
a DTL-derived photoresist pattern. The combination of DTL/
SHL with a sputter redeposition technique connes the peri-
odic Au-HNPs, which are arranged in a square lattice with
250 nm pitch, to specic mm2 to cm2 sized areas over the wafer,
paving the way for future complex device integration. The
structures consisted of an 80 � 2 nm thick solid base with a 170
� 10 nm tall nano-rim structure on top. By performing sputter-
redeposition at an oblique angle, control over the sidewall
thickness was gained, and 14 � 3 nm thick sidewalls were ob-
tained. FDTD simulations demonstrate that the optical
response in the visible and near-infrared spectrum was domi-
nated by plasmonic resonances (quadrupole and dipole). We
have combined a factorial design with FDTD simulations to
underpin the redshi of the electric dipole peak. The results
reveal that a�3 nm variation in the Au-HNP nano-rim thickness
affects the surface plasmon resonance frequencies leading to
a signicant redshi up to �90 nm. This design aspect showed
to be much more important than other aspects, such as the
thickness of the Ti adhesion layer. These observations highlight
the importance of control over the dimensions enabled by this
fabrication method. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the
potential of the fabricated Au-HNPs for SERS by employing MB
as a probe analyte. We estimate the AEF to be ca. 103 < AEF < 104

and ca. 103 < AEF < 105 for lex of 633 and 785 nm. The AEF can
be further increased by optimizing the geometry of Au-HNPs for
the best SERS response. The fact that the numerical and
experimental results agree well discloses the FDTD simulation
potential for optimization of the optical response. We expect
that Au-HNPs will nd application in the elds of nano-
plasmonic sensing and spectroscopy.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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